SUMMER 2016
Internships Abroad

PRAGUE: JULY 4-JULY 31
All internships are based in Prague, conducted in English, and run for four weeks. Examples of internships are as follows: Law Firms, General Management, Accounting, Marketing, Economics, Research, Publication, Banking and Finance, Human Resources, Hotel and Not-For-Profit Organizations. It is important to note that every summer ESAC has a large number of students who wish to conduct internships and spaces are limited so it is quite competitive. However, if you apply early you should have no problem securing a spot with your first choice organization.

Cost: $3,990  Visit http://www.goesac.com/internship-program/ Application Deadline: Feb 15th

KOREA SUMMER INTERNSHIP PROGRAM: JUNE 30-AUGUST 6
The Korea Summer Internship Program offers YISS students direct exposure to global corporate settings in the heart of Seoul, Korea. Taking advantage of Yonsei University’s vast alumni networks and strong ties with business and educational partners, the program provides students with the opportunity to gain professional work experience and to build social networks in some of the world’s leading companies and organizations. Do not miss this opportunity to advance your career during the summer!

Eligibility: Student must be enrolled in YISS and take at least one course
Application Deadline: TBA in January/February  Visit: https://summer.yonsei.ac.kr/main/

CITY INTERNSHIPS: Dates Determined by Program of Choice
This global internship program provides an immersive experience. It is structured around an eight-week placement with a leading company in your chosen field, alongside weekly career seminars, CV workshops, professional networking events, social evenings and weekend excursions. The program operates in the world’s leading cities; London, New York, Los Angeles and Hong Kong. It is designed to ensure you improve your career prospects and become more commercially and culturally aware.

Visit: http://city-internships.com/ to Apply, Applications are open!